Carbon credits unlock extra

income from your pasture

Sound pasture management drives productivity, animal
health,
and operational resiliency. When you implement certain
practice changes, you can also generate carbon credits that
deliver
supplemental income for your ranch.
The Agoro Carbon™ Alliance program delivers it all:
•• Agronomic support when you need it
•• Competitive carbon incentives
•• Flexibility in payout terms
•• The backing of Yara International, a respected global leader
in soil fertility solutions

Be rewarded for practice changes delivering long-term
pasture and rangeland improvement.
Implement one or more of these practices for a 10-year contract term and Agoro Carbon will pay you
annual carbon credit-based incentives, with higher payments in the first and last years.
Grazing Management
Altering stocking rate and grazing
days improves yield and forage
intake, while improving soil carbon.

Biodiversity

Nitrogen Efficiency Practices

Adding a species to your ranch
can improve yield, carbon
storage, and animal health.

Judicious use of N-containing fertilizer
helps optimize carbon storage, boost
yield potential, and improve forage.

+

+

Select a payment plan that gives you peace of mind
Speak to your local
Agoro Carbon cropping expert or agronomist for a custom
evaluation of your
operation.

Our payout terms and carbon pricing put you in control and ensure you
benefit as the market evolves.
Two payment options to choose from:
1. Payment at verification/issuance offering a higher price floor guarantee and no penalties
for early termination or,
2. Prepayments plus payment at issuance
- Guaranteed annual prepayments in years 1-4 to support and help offset upfront costs.
- Additional variable payments based on verified carbon results, paid after year 5 and 10.

Let your Agoro Carbon Cropping
Specialist answer your questions,
and calculate your potential extra
earnings, without obligation!

•

Minimum price guarantee for carbon credits.

•

Agoro Carbon follows the price of carbon and you benefit if the credit price goes up in
future years.

Visit: www.agorocarbonalliance.com | Email: getstarted@agorocarbon.com

Practice changes mean

more profit potential

While results may vary, many studies and ranchers’ years
of experience have shown that adopting conservation
practices pays off in the long run, with benefits such as:
•• Improved soil health and increased forage resiliency to extreme
weather events
•• Increased profit potential from the same acreage
•• Maximum return on input costs — ROI between 6-200+%*
•• Operational benefits (improved animal health and stock rate)
•• Increased forage yield potential
•• Improved crop nutrient availability
•• Ecological benefits, including biodiversity and increased water quality and
storage
* Based on one of three suggested practice changes or stacking of practices.

By upping payment amounts in the first years of the contract term, we help offset a
portion of the investments required. In following years, you enjoy the benefits of the
practices, supplemented further by the carbon incentive.

An experience designed around producers who believe in the future of agriculture
Agoro Carbon offers you a lineup of benefits unmatched elsewhere:
•• Market-competitive incentive amounts
•• The opportunity to adopt new practices as
our program evolves
•• Top-notch agronomic support now and in the
future — free of charge

•• A promise to match incentive increases, and to share
increases in the carbon credit price
•• The assurance of a brand trusted by 20 million producers in 60+ countries, for more than 115 years

•• No requirement to purchase products or services to participate

Learn more or register today!
Web: www.agorocarbonalliance.com
Email: getstarted@agorocarbon.com
Agoro Carbon™ is a registered trademark of Yara International ASA.
Agoro Carbon does not guarantee any results from the implementation of the practices.
Decisions are taken by you at your own risk and without any liability for Agoro Carbon.

